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Abstract: The internet of things (IoT) aims to extend the internet to real-world objects, connecting
smart and sensing devices into a global network infrastructure by connecting physical and virtual
objects. The IoT has the potential to increase the quality of life of inhabitants and users of intelligent
ambient assisted living (AAL) environments. The paper overviews and discusses the IoT technologies
and their foreseen impacts and challenges for the AAL domain. The results of this review are
summarized as the IoT based gerontechnology acceptance model for the assisted living domain. The
model focuses on the acceptance of new technologies by older people and underscores the need for
the adoption of the IoT for the AAL domain.

Keywords: internet of things; smart homes; smart environments; ambient assisted living;
gerontechnology; technology acceptance model

1. Introduction

The rise of the popularity of the internet of things (IoT) throughout the world has been steadily
increasing in recent years. The IoT is regarded not only for its state-of-the-art approach to research, but
also for its practicality in many domains, illustrating high demand and applicability in multiple fields.
This is largely because the IoT has radically changed the business processes in many sectors, where one
key mechanism has been the convergence of traditional information and communication technologies
(ICT), linked with real-time processing opportunities provided by Big Data and IoT. One of the most
significant investments, which have been focused upon is more of a modern, evolutionary approach to
IoT, which in this case, refers to the establishment and growth of future IoT ecosystems [1].

A widely used definition of the IoT provided by Gigli and Koo [2] is “the current tendency for
unifying all the resources in our world under a common infrastructure”. This common infrastructure
provided by the IoT evidently provides many potential benefits for businesses, individuals and scientific
researchers. The IoT technologies are considered as enablers of the next industrial revolution [3] and
future healthcare [4]. IoT relies not only on strong infrastructure, but also on its design principles as a
driving force in innovation and lesser constrained boundary conditions for creating the IoT ecosystems.
Neither estimate can deny the value of IoT working in the industry in a multi-platform role and its
potential in increasing global economic growth. These trends are best illustrated with the Gartner
hype cycle for emerging technologies [5]. This famous emerging technology prediction gives a clear
indication of the importance and the innovation potential of different IoT technologies.

Cognitive computing refers to smart systems that naturally interact with humans and other smart
systems [6]. The essential technologies supporting smart system functionality are IoT for networking,
artificial intelligence (AI) for data analytics and cloud computing for data services [7]. Here AI refers
to methods that enable the performance of tasks, which otherwise would require the use of human
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intelligence, such as decision-making. IoT specifically focuses on the technologies that bridge the
physical world (“things”), digital technologies and the social world (social behavior, etc.), based on
computer vision, speech and natural language processing for natural human–computer interaction,
smart allocation of resource, and intelligent provision of services [8]. The IoT technologies for AAL
are technologies which focus on the improving wellbeing and increasing quality of life of its users.
Currently, the IoT platforms, as well as research on connected smart home and cognitive computing are
in the phase of peak of inflated expectations. These trends show that there is a tremendous potential
for innovation and growth where IoT technologies are concerned, which is in a full alignment with the
actual worldwide trends both within the research community as well as within industrial settings,
thus providing a great potential for the assisted living and healthy aging solutions as well.

An ambient assisted living (AAL) environment is an integration of stand-alone assistive
technologies, solutions and services [9]. AAL (or simply assisted living) solutions can provide
positive influence on health and quality of life of people, especially the older people ones. The IoT
technologies used for AAL can address major care problems amongst the elderly population [10]
such as: (1) limitations in activities of daily living, (2) risk of fall, (3) chronic diseases, (4) dementia,
(5) depressive disorders, (6) social divide, (7) poor medication management, and (8) poor state of
well-being. The needs of older people can be solved by adopting the appropriate IoT technological
solutions [11] and global services specifically targeting older people [12], such as location-based services
to support freedom of movement and greater independence [13].

Modern assistive technologies (or gerontechnologies [14,15], in case of assistive technologies
used for improving wellbeing of for older people) constitute a wide range of technological solutions
aimed at improving well-being of older people [16] (Figure 1). These technologies are used for
personalized medicine, smart health, health tracking, telehealth, health-as-a-service (HaaS), smart
drugs and multiple other applications.
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Since one of the most relevant challenges is to enable older people to live as much as possible
independently at home, it is crucial to investigate how gerontechnologies could support them in
the context of home environment. Different types of assistive technologies, information technology
(IT) and ICT, are developed and mixed for newer and more complex and comprehensive solutions.
In general terms, there are the following research areas of gerontechnologies:

- Social inclusion and communication: technologies that aim to enable older people to communicate
and interact with others, like family members and friends, in order to maintain their social life
and thus improve their well-being [17];

- Psychosocial factors of human-technology interaction and usage: some socio-economic and
psychological aspects are relevant for understanding how different profiles of older people interact
with and use technologies [18];

- Telemedicine, telehealth and telecare: in order to enable a continuous monitoring of eventual
health problems and long-term conditions, typical of older age, remote services offered by
healthcare organizations could widen the possibility for older people to access appropriate care
and thus improve their health status and clinical outcomes [19];

- Entertainment and media: serious games and smart objects at home could facilitate the daily
living of older people by enabling alternative commands for home management or being engaged
in proper physical or mental training [20,21];

- Sensing and interacting: sensors installed at home represent a great opportunity for the monitoring
of older people’s activities and behaviors, as well as the detection of sudden risks or accidents [22].
Such information, when appropriately treated, could be notified to eventual family caregivers or
care services for immediate intervention when a problem occurs.

The previous surveys on the IoT primarily focused on discussing the evolution of IoT across
different domains of application [3], or specifically focused on the applications in the healthcare
domain [4]. Other surveys focused on opportunities and limitations of current IoT healthcare
systems, and frameworks in the context of fog computing [23–25]; discuss current implementations for
home-based tele-monitoring and smart home technologies that support healthy aging [26]; review
applications, services and security and privacy issues of IoT in healthcare frameworks and systems [27];
introduce a systematic IoT in e-health ecosystem, discuss security issues in IoT devices and networks,
and consider challenges and future directions for IoT in e-health [28]; discuss smart homes, including
medical sensors, actuators and ICT, which enable continuous tele-monitoring of older people’s health
and wellbeing [29]; overview different types of sensors and communications methods in various IoT
systems in healthcare applications [30]; analyze the role of cloud-based computing for critical IoT
systems in healthcare [31].

The aim this paper is to present the comprehensive overview of the challenges raised and solutions
provided by IoT technology to the domain of AAL systems and assistive technologies. Approaches
on IoT technologies reviewed in this paper are also often found in cognitive areas, in their respectful
application of general human–machine interactions, machine learning, computer vision, speech and
natural language processing.

The structure of this paper is as follows: We describe the methods used and research questions
raised in Section 2. We review the state of the art of IoT technologies for AAL in Section 3. We
discuss the acceptance of new technologies for assisted living and propose the technology acceptance
model (TAM) of IoT based gerontechnology for the assistive living domain in Section 4. We present
a discussion on the situations, needs and challenges of IoT technologies and their applications in
Section 5. Finally, we present conclusions in Section 6.

2. Methods

In the review process, we followed the guidelines of a systematic literature review [32] regarding
the methodologies for performing systematic literature reviews and mapping studies. The main
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aim was to identify gaps and research trends in the domain by formulating appropriate research
questions, and then identifying and assessing the related research papers. In identifying the review
scope, research questions and search terms, we followed the suggestions of the PICOC (Population,
Intervention, Comparison, Outcomes and Context) model [33].

2.1. Research Questions

We formulated the following main research questions (RQs):
RQ1. How machine learning and intelligent decision making and control are used in IoT based

AAL systems?
RQ2. How IoT integration technologies and platforms are employed for AAL solutions?
RQ3. What methodologies and tools are used for multi-agent based intellectual applications for

assisted living?
RQ4. How cognitive and affective IoT is adopted for IoT based AAL systems?
RQ5. What are the needs to consider psychosocial factors of human-technology interaction,

communication and usage?
RQ6. How localization, tracking and activity detection technologies are integrated into IoT based

AAL systems?

2.2. Search Query

Constructing the search query is one of the main challenges when conducting a review. In order
to provide an answer to the analyzed research questions, a review must acquire all possible results that
are associated with the domain of interest. With that aim in mind, the employed search string must
contain key terms related to that topic, so that the obtained results are relevant.

The literature for our review was selected by searching the Clarivate Analytics Web of Science
and Scopus (Elsevier) scientific databases for articles on the use of IoT in the AAL domain over the
period of 2011–2019, and selecting the relevant articles according to the titles and abstracts. The search
query was composed of the following terms:

Internet of Things AND (Assisted OR Assistive)

2.3. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

The selected articles were studied according to the quality and relevance of the research topic and
their literature references were evaluated for possible inclusion in this review. The inclusion criteria
were studies that included smart homes, smart environments, AAL systems and platforms oriented at
tele-monitoring or support complex needs (both physical and mental) of older people. The exclusion
criteria were studies published in lower quality outlets (conference papers and proceedings) or without
a proper peer review process (book chapters, Ph.D. dissertations or Masters’ theses), different types of
literature reviews (including surveys, meta-analyses and tertiary studies), purely theoretical papers,
research studies unrelated to supporting healthy aging or older people (such as home systems for
ensuring security), studies on assistive devices (such as canes for visually impaired people), those
which were not a part of larger-scale computing or networking infrastructure, studies with only an
abstract available, articles published before 2011 and non-English publications.

After the exclusion of irrelevant articles, the data from 246 relevant articles were extracted from
the original search results. The selection process is illustrated as a Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) [34] flow diagram in Figure 2.

The quality of the process was ensured by including two raters to perform the selection for
relevant articles, while a third rater was enrolled in case of disagreement. This helped us to apply the
inclusion and exclusion criteria, despite their subjective formulation.
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2.4. Search Outputs and Results

The statistical characteristics of the identified articles were as follows: the number of citations of
selected articles had a mean of 11.3 and the h-index of 18. After removing articles with zero citations,
the remaining articles had a mean of 16.76 citations. The mean number of years since article publication
aws 4.20 for all the selected. Most of the publications fell into the topics of engineering electrical
electronic (37) and computer science information systems (35).

The results of the search (found) papers in Web of Science and Scopus databases (see Figure 3)
indicate the continuous growth of interest in this topic of research.
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The analysis of solutions and applications provided by IoT technologies is summarized in
Figure 4. In summarizing the applications, we follow the taxonomy of AAL systems presented in [35].
The taxonomy [35] identifies specific health monitoring systems, telepresence, ADL assistance, mobility
assistance (positioning or localization), specific interfaces, virtual reality, wandering prevention
systems, smart home systems, intelligent devices, fall detection systems, home automation, and robotic
companions. The analysis shows that interest in these research subtopics has been growing steadily
with a majority of research papers dedicated to developing or using different kinds of sensors, smart
devices, smart home systems and health monitoring.
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3. State of the Art in IoT Technologies for Ambient Assistive Living

3.1. IoT Technologies for Ambient Assistive Living

The IoT technologies for AAL domain include research areas, specific to IoT, but not limited
to: smart homes and smart environments; ambient assisted living (AAL); agent-based pervasive
computing and decision-making methods; and IoT sensing technologies (wireless sensor networks,
smart sensors, gateways, etc.).

There are many scientific publications in the abovementioned fields, presenting various
state-of-the-art technologies, methods and systems, which are intended to create smart environments
at homes or cities, providing various services and automation features, to improve the life, work and
leisure conditions of the inhabitants of those spaces. Many papers propose various IoT and smart
systems’ architectures [36], which connect intelligent personal assistants, cloud computing and smart
environment paradigms, concentrating on the creation of connected smart living environments for
the older people or disabled people. As presented in [37–40], the AAL research area includes many
subtopics like user-oriented services, adaptive user interfaces, data collection, wearables, human activity
recognition and indoor localization, behavior monitoring, etc. On the other hand, the review [41]
shows that until now the AAL domain misses the existing IoT ecosystems.

A very important part of the cognitive methods and solutions is related to smart homes, smart
environments and smart services, based on IoT. Usually this includes home/environment appliances
control, as in [42,43], or the modeling and creation of smart buildings [44]. In order to provide
personalized services and control automation, there are several methods proposed which allow us to
detect humans in IoT environments as presented in [45], where the Bluetooth Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN) is used as a communication platform for human identification using unobtrusive sensors. The
control and adjustment of such smart AAL environments are usually based on the mobile terminals
and wearable IoT devices as in [46]. Some researchers are even trying to employ (though still not very
successfully) emotion recognition for the smart home and AAL applications [47].

A very important aspect of smart living related research area is IoT security. This emerging
area is very important, since many IoT devices and services have only basic security or does not
have it at all. Although, the researchers are trying to improve situation proposing various methods
and countermeasures (as seen in [48,49]), the IoT security standards are still under development and
various companies offer their own proprietary solutions, which do not cover all security fields.

As mentioned above, the concept of cognitive technologies for smart environments goes far
beyond the home environment and covers smart cities and public IoT services. For example, IoT has
started to be used for entertainment and education such as the intelligent cultural spaces presented
in [50] or the IoT-aware services for smart museums [51], based on an indoor localization method (using
Bluetooth), wearable devices and the users’ mobile devices to display and share cultural contents in
the cloud. Smart parking system [52], blind navigation system [53], dangerous situations detection
system [54] or activity prediction system for mobile services [55] are also good examples of the IoT
AAL applications in the context of smart cities and connected smart environments.

3.2. Challenges in Application of IoT Technologies for AAL

Although there are many scientific efforts in the IoT-based AAL related fields, there are still many
challenges and issues, related with:

• Intelligence. Most of the research papers talk about smart systems and environments, while the
real intelligence means not only simple automation according to the pre-defined rules (smart
behavior), but rather learning, adaptation, prediction and decision making based on the AI
methods, according to the habits and behavior of the users of the intelligent environment as well
as changes in that environment. Intelligent system for older people health monitoring (such as the
one described in [56]), in order to provide highest level of comfort, energy savings or principally
new services, needs to: constantly monitor the environment and its inhabitants, learn from their
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behavior, update its rules, predict the future changes and events, control environment and provide
services for the users without intervention from the latter’s. Current methods allow this partially,
but still lack precision, fault tolerance, unobtrusiveness and stability.

• IoT security. Since there are no common widely accepted IoT security standards [57], many
IoT producers propose to use their own proprietary security solutions, while many IoT security
fields are still uncovered, e.g., home and industrial automation devices usually have no security
technologies, completely relying on the central gateway security (if such is present). The recent
world-wide cyber-attacks used IoT malwares and botnets as well, completely proving, how
vulnerable IoT and its infrastructure is [58,59]. From the security perspective, IoT is more
threat bringing [60,61] rather than security enabling technology. Although many of the potential
advantages are still in the concept phase, it is necessary to mention them:

- Introduction of collaborative IoT networks [62] could lead to a more resistive (against
cyberattacks) design;

- Evaluation of security requirements on the design phase, reviewing the currently existing
process of IoT development to the embedded security approach [63] can significantly decrease
the number of potential IoT related threats;

- End-to-end encryption [64] could be a method for insuring trust in communication between
IoT entities;

- Lightweight security solutions [65–67] that could cover security needs and act on limited
IoT resources.

• Integration. There is a huge variety of IoT devices, which cannot be interconnected at all or
can be connected only at low level (usually network) demanding special integration solutions
and additional development. As with IoT security, there is a lack of common integration and
interoperability standards, especially for the dynamic discovery and plug-and-play support of
IoT devices [68,69].

• Unobtrusive sensing technologies and their precision. Though there are a lot of methods for
indoor localization, posture detection, bio-parameters and environment monitoring, they still
lack precision and require many obtrusive or even invasive sensors, which in turn is a very
uncomfortable and expensive way to create the AAL environments [70].

3.3. Outlook

There are several international initiatives created to identify the IoT technology research challenges.
One example is the European Research Cluster on Internet of Things (IERC), which is an umbrella for
the ongoing exchange of ideas and cooperation between European and international experts. There are
also several surveys and technology trend forecasts, which try to define the direction of future research
areas [71]. Though there are many scientific efforts in the IoT-based ambient assistive living (AAL) [72]
related fields, there are still many challenges and issues, related with intelligence and decision-making,
IoT integration, unobtrusive sensing technologies and their precision.

The fundamental goal in this area is to significantly advance the fundamental understanding
of the newly rising aspects of the applications of IoT technologies in the field of Smart Homes and
Smart Environments. The principle research areas of include, but are not restricted to smart homes
and smart environments, smart cities, smart buildings, AAL, agent-based pervasive computing and
decision-making methods, and IoT sensing technologies, including wireless sensor networks (WSN),
smart sensors and gateways.

4. Acceptance of New Gerontechnologies for Assisted Living

The technology acceptability models, selected to be compatible with applications for older people
to accept and use a technology, starts with the very classical TAM model [73]. TAM explains the user’s
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behavior when using ICT can be used to understand the usefulness of technology via the attitudes
of the use. The usefulness of TAM comes from understanding users’ adoption and use of emerging
technologies, which is predicated by the person’s perceptions of the benefit from using the technology
the and ease of use.

A model depicting various gerontechnology usage factors discussed in [74], including those of
multi stakeholder collaboration in older people communities [75] is illustrated in Figure 5.

Judging from a literature reviewed (e.g., see [76]), we can establish that the acceptance of the IoT
based gerontechnology within older people users is largely dependent on the following elements. First,
the older people users must already have some motivation (as cognitive state and physical condition
often are the limiting interaction factors) and perception of the added value.
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Motivation greatly influences the extent to which older people use their experiential and
deliberative skills to make the technology-related decisions [77]. However, motivation often has a
personal dimension, i.e., unless the tasks are personally relevant, older people will tend to minimize
their cognitive effort. Today, motivation often comes from the social perspective, starting from easy
communication with relatives and grandchildren, social network features, social, online, entertaining
content and finishing with health-related telecare solutions.

In the 21st century, the elderly population often bravely start experimenting with and embracing
the new (although sometimes only for themselves) technology. Depending on the facilitating conditions
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and the ease of use (little to no learning curve) and confirmed usefulness, the older end-users often
come to the evaluation of benefit, and if they genuinely see the device useful, they embrace it and
start accepting it into their daily lives. Social networks and virtual communities can help older people
to support an interest and a positive feedback among the older AAL users as well as to bridge the
digital divide between older people and the younger generations [78]. Therefore, the proposed model
envisions a possible feedback gathered from the rejected technology solutions.

Considering the active aging paradigm, it is essential to develop and implement new strategies
and technologies, even if typical barriers, such as lack of experience (or even fear) of modern technology
in general, and the gerontology self-efficacy and anxiety, in addition to age and cognitive abilities.
In this regard, we can hypothesize that a familiar environment, like a home of the elderly user, can
become intelligent and provide various forms of monitoring, from localization and fall detection to
non-intrusive healthcare, services, which are vital for our target audiences. Current technology allows
customization to the user preferences and takes less strain on environment (smart systems lead to
less consumption). The acceptance model is based on the claim, that IoT can serve as smart eyes,
ears and hands assisting our elderly person and capable of providing necessary and needed health
at appropriate times and situations. The main facilitating factors can be distinguished like the ease
of use, as well as general user familiarity with technology (including fear of technology), possible
improvement of care service (very important in digitized e-health services), low technical demands
and an option to personalize to each elderly person as often the disabilities (if exists) varies, in addition
to living, cultural, economic and environmental factors. Various facilitating conditions, tied with ease
of experimentation and acceptable result means that ecosystems based on this principle can also work
towards providing new knowledge for building new IoT based assistive services or technically also
extending the already supported services, leading to the immediate recognition of added value of the
IoT based assistive technologies.

In Table 1, we provide several examples of successful or failed to adopt IoT devices, which were
aimed at improving the living conditions of ageing people.

Table 1. Examples of successful/failed products (services) employing IoT technologies of AAL.

Product/Service Reason of Success/Failure

Examples of Success

Nest Learning Thermostat (3rd generation) [79] Simplicity of use, no need of programming,
self-learning, adaptability, context-awareness

Flic wireless smart button with TAGhelper [80] Simplicity, intuitiveness, low learning curve
IFTTT applet for remote home lighting control [81] Ease of use, low learning curve

SUUNTO smart chestbelt heart rate sensor [82] Ease of use, usefulness, high reliability
Philips HUE Light Bulbs [83] Ease of use, usefulness, low learning curve

Examples of Failure

Banknote identifier [84] Difficult to use, complex user input

Prosthetic Damping Control [85] Manual control required, low comfortability, high
complexity

Toto Intelligence Toilet II [86] Over-complexity, difficult to use
Head driven mouse for smartwatch [87] Low practicality, high learning curve

Smart armchair [88] Low usefulness, complex to adjust and control
Home Automation Kit for smart home control [89] High complexity, difficult to use

Smart insoles [90] Low reliability
Garmin Vivofit activity tracker [91] Low usability, high learning curve

Our proposed model is in agreement with similar models and frameworks of adopting
technology for healthcare domain such as Anchored, Realistic, Co-Creative, Human, Integrated,
Evaluated (ARCHIE) model [92] (which emphasizes alignment of technology with social support
and understanding of user requirements) and Nonadoption, Abandonment, Scale-Up, Spread, And
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Sustainability (NASSS) framework [93] (which claims that technology adoption requires cognitive
participation of its users). The latter aspect has been often missed by some of older technology
acceptance models, which have diminished the role of social constructs to a subjective perception [94].
Among the factors noted as a reason for technology non-adoption by older and/or ill people are the lack
of social support (e.g., wearable activity trackers [95]), lack of usefulness (wearables and tablets [96]),
or low practicality (e.g., mobile health apps [97]). On the other hand, the usefulness of equipment [98]
have been explicitly outlined as one of the reasons for technology acceptance in the AAL domain.

5. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the outcomes of the review with respect to Research Questions outlined
in Section 5.1. The following subsections each address the research questions formulated in Section 2.1.

5.1. The Need for Machine Learning and Intelligent Decision Making and Control

As we have shown in the current state-of-the-art analysis, the biggest part of current research and
innovation activities in the area of smart homes and environments is still related with “traditional”
automation via so called “smart” systems. A vast of such systems and technologies as well as
commercial products are based on the predefined rules and pre-programmed sets of actions, which can
be changed manually. This is not an efficient and convenient way of controlling smart environments
since the environment conditions and the behavior and habits of the residents are constantly changing.
The real “intelligence”, or super-intelligence [99,100], means not only simple automation (smart
behavior), but also incorporates AI methods for observance, learning, adaptation, prediction and
decision making, taking into account changing habits and behavior of the residents of the intelligent
environment and the state of those residents and that environment.

Though AI is not a new concept, the application of AI in the area of smart homes and smart
environments is still a challenge [101]. This is due to the very dynamic nature of smart environments
as well as huge sets of hard real-time data generated by the residents and the environment itself [102].
On the other hand, the IoT technologies are good basis for distributed collection of data and controlling
environment through various actuators and appliances.

5.2. Situation on IoT Integration Technologies and Platforms

The combination of AI and IoT opens new perspectives, allowing new kinds intelligent pervasive
systems and platforms [103,104], providing the highest level of comfort, energy savings or principally
new personalized services for the inhabitants of intelligent environments. In contrast with usual
automation solutions, such intelligent technologies would allow constant monitoring of the environment
and its residents and learning from their behavior. Then this knowledge can be used to update
environment control rules automatically, and even predict the future changes and events, providing
services for the users without intervention (or with very minimal) from the latter. The currently
proposed methods allow this partially, but still lack precision, fault tolerance, unobtrusiveness and
stability like the system presented in [105].

5.3. The Need for Methodologies and Tools for Multi-Agent Based Smart Applications for Assisted Living

The main problem with today’s IoT technologies, especially at the network and service level is the
lack of common interoperability standards. There are a lot of initiatives and vendors, producing and
fostering their own IoT solutions and devices/things using use different interoperability standards.
However, these standards are not aligned and usually are not interoperable with each other [106,107].
This leads to the very fragmented IoT market, where users are forced to choose and use specific
equipment from one producer with very limited ability directly combine different IoT platforms into
one solution.

One of the fundamental paradigms related with intelligent IoT environments is multi-agent
system [108]. Software agents usually are defined as autonomous data collection and decision-making
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software, which has at least some elements of AI. Each IoT device can have one or several agents, which
are the “brains” of that thing and are able to communicate, interact and collaborate with each other.
In such case intelligence and decision making is distributed across the whole IoT network leading to
the so called collective or swarm intelligence. Moreover, agents can even travel across the IoT network
(mobile agents).

In all cases the automated tools and technologies are needed for the deployment and monitoring
of such multi-agent IoT based systems, adding additional management and services layer on the top of
IoT hardware and middleware. Since IoT solutions are constructed of huge number of things/devices
which should be deployed and programmed in some specific way, the IoT service providers and
engineers need to have effective methodologies for the development of intelligent services, using
computer aided development tools, which ideally do not require a technical knowledge about the
underlying IoT or AI technologies.

5.4. The Need for Cognitive and Affective IoT for Smart Home Environments

The purpose is to re-establish an appropriate equilibrium between cognition and emotion in the
development of IoT for smart home environments by considering user requirements to suit the needs,
tastes and interests of aging people [109]. Cognitive and affective IoT for smart home environments are
adaptive, interactive and contextual. Adaptive describes a system that can learn and adapt to diverse
contexts without user involvement, since a home environment, user requests and needs fluctuate in
real time. Interactive references a system that can interact with human, smart home services, tools and
devices; the system can also ask a user questions, if a situation under analysis is still unclear.

A contextual system can recognize time, temperature, pollution, noise, human body language,
requests and needs. For example, cognitive and affective IoT for smart home environments will provide
personalized services for managing air quality and heating inside a building. Such context-aware
systems are more likely to be well-received and accepted by its users. These will provide rational air
quality (particulate matter, moisture, amount of oxygen etc.) and a rational temperature in each room
and select the most suitable movie, music, lighting and the like for the comfort of its users in real time.

One of the major influences the IoT will possibly have in near future is a continuation of
sensors-based marketing and retail. Some businesses are starting to apply the IoT for personalized
sensors-based smart shopping, while provide assistive shopping services such as product finding and
automated billing [110,111]. The most effective decision can be reached according to comprehensively
descriptive demographic, educational, social, psychological, lifestyle, emotional, cultural, ethnic and
other information about the users of this technology [112–115].

5.5. The Need for Considering Psychosocial Factors of Human-Technology Interaction, Communication and Usage

The impact of IoT-based gerontechnologies on social life can be various, depending on the actual
design and features of the solution. Information technologies, including those based on internet
adoption, allow older people to remain active longer [116] and maintain their social relationships [117].
Ambient intelligence enhanced with social networks and features can support independent living,
social participation and online communication [118], as well as improve their health and contribute
to better social well-being [119,120]. Unfortunately, ad hoc application of traditional system design
methods may not always be considered as effective [121].

Tangible interface properties for the older people require abilities for intuitiveness, context-
awareness, spatial interaction manipulation, and social interaction [122]. Authors of [123] suggest
a Maslow hierarchy of human needs, displaying that users will be unlikely to assimilate IoT technologies
which do not focus on their current needs and technology-oriented wellness parameters such as
neurologically relevant kinematic parameters [124]. Whereas involving older people in the process
of developing new gerontechnologies leads to a better acceptance and/or use of the innovative
products [125]. According to [126], technology can make impact on affective quality, engagement,
and connectedness of our behavior. A socio-technical study [127] suggests implementation of three
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relationships: community–technology, organization–technology, and individual–technology. These allow
to successfully implement technology capable of appreciating the social implications of the technology.

In terms of willingness to use these technologies, older people might experience difficulties in
accessing and using them, but growing and significant segments among older people are progressively
more and more interested and willing to use technology, computers and even robotics. In many
cases, older people could feel put aside from technology development [128]. For instance, a capability
approach presented in [129] considers how technologies change the meaning of people abilities for
social communication and engagement in relation with technical entities.

There are several socio-economic and psychological factors that can reinforce or limit the usage of
technology by older people. In particular, the socio-economic profile is very relevant and associated
with specific patterns of use. For instance, low educational level contributes to explain the low adoption
of the ICT technologies by the older people (who had generally less educational opportunities in
the past), including a perceived lack of necessity, even if relatively less reported than the functional
literacy [130,131]. According to [132], age, gender and education have a significant influence on the
overall usage of ICT. Therefore, the assistive IoT devices should adapt to individual needs to be able to
address all these factors [133].

In terms of attitudes towards the IoT technology, older people usually rise some concerns about
its use, including for instance privacy, trust and functionality. Other serious concerns are the cost
of assistive technologies (the perception of whether the technology is actually ‘worth buying’), ease
of use, lack of training, fear of dependence and amortization barriers [134], and sensitive towards
economic state of the older people [135]. In order to overcome possible perceived barriers, there are
different complementary options that could optimize the technology adoption such as training and
human tutoring [136]. More positive attitude of older people towards technology alternatives lead
to increase likelihood of adoption of these smart technology products [137,138]. Furthermore, the
findings of [139] indicate the importance of addressing older people’s need for autonomy and their
recognition of an aesthetic design [140].

Remote consultation, monitoring and care services provide a new opportunity for diagnostics,
medical treatment, and rehabilitation, enabling clinicians to monitor at distance patients with chronic
diseases and even multimorbidity [141]. These services increase greatly the possibility of access
the healthcare system for people living in disadvantaged situations, including those with lower
socio-economic status and from rural areas [142]. Medication pillbox solutions, like a medication
self-management app (called ALICE) [143] and other solutions [144,145] can help to significantly
reduce medication errors for older people with very little experience with ICT technologies.

5.6. The Need for Localisation, Tracking and Human Activity Detection

Many AAL applications need information about the position or movements of a human, or even
extremities or hearts. The requirements for localization, tracking and activity detection systems can be
manifold. Most important is that those systems must work in indoor environments such that many
solutions, e.g., based on Global Positioning System (GPS), cannot be used [146]. Accuracy can range
from centimeters, e.g., if movements of extremities shall be detected, to many meters, e.g., if it shall
be detected whether a person is in a room. Usability is influenced by the fact whether the user must
carry an additional device. Systems based on video monitoring can yield privacy issues. Deployment
and operation costs depend on the coverage of a solution, i.e., whether sensors can detect positions in
ranges of few meters or tens/hundreds of meters.

Systems providing position or movement information can be device-based or device-free. In case
of device-based systems, humans carry a device transmitting or receiving some kind of optical (infrared,
visible light), acoustic (ultrasound) or electromagnetic (WiFi, Bluetooth, Ultrawideband, Zigbee, cellular
network signals, RFID) signals [147]. Those signals are then received, analyzed and processed by a
central computing entity, so that the position or movement of the device can be determined.
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Active localization is based on the active participation of the device, which can measure signals
from base stations or satellites (e.g., in GPS) and report back measurement results to a central system
processing the measurements. This is often supported by a special software to be installed on the
device. Passive localization does not require any changes in a device. Signals received by radio sensors
are intercepted from regular data traffic exchanged between devices and base stations, e.g., cellular
network base stations or WiFi access points.

Both active and passive localization are often based on determining the distance between a device
and some sensors or base stations, which is also called ranging. Ranging mechanisms are based on
measuring received signal strengths (RSS) or time (difference) of arrival [148]. Measured distances
can then be fed into positioning algorithms such as multi-lateration or geometric algorithms [149].
Alternatively angles of arrival of the signals can be measured and processed, e.g., by using triangulation
algorithms.

Activity detection can be based on tracking or just measuring the presence of a device. Device-free
localization [150] does not require humans to carry a device. Cameras can detect persons. The position
of the person can be detected by processing signals if the camera is moving or if there are multiple
(stereo) cameras deployed.

Human localization and activity tracking is important for providing support for disabled (e.g.,
people with impaired vision of blind) or older people with mental problems (such as dementia or
epilepsy). Such tracking requires the use of cognitive IoT technologies. In order to provide intelligent
services and intelligent decision-making, the novel sensing technologies are needed. The existing
environment and its residents monitoring methods still lack precision, require obtrusive sensing
technologies, which are usually not comfortable for the wearer. The economic factor is also an
issue, since installation of currently available systems is expensive, requiring many and complex
hardware elements deployed at residents’ homes. The users feel discomfort and their homes look
more like a laboratory instead of a normal living environment. Again, as in the case with IoT based
decision-making technologies, the IoT concept is very promising in the field of intelligent environment
and users monitoring. Since each appliance or any “thing” at home can be part of IoT, it is a very
convenient and unobtrusive way of collecting information about residents and environment’s state,
which later can be used for the intelligent decision making.

5.7. Technological Potential

Innovative and novel methods, technologies, services and products to improve the quality of life
of inhabitants and users of intelligent AAL environments:

• Novel methods and technologies for very precise indoor positioning of older people or impaired
inhabitants using wireless local area networks (WLAN) [151], Bluetooth beacons [152], radio and
ultrasound signals.

• Innovative non-invasive and non-obtrusive methods for real-time human state and environment
monitoring, posture identification while aiming for better precision, which can be implemented
using standard/existing equipment and are much cheaper, less intrusive and more comfortable
and affordable (e.g., using smartphone technology [153,154])

• Innovative personalized services and decision support systems [155] based on artificial intelligence
(AI) methods aimed to o adapt to each home resident individually; to learn autonomously, without
a priori information about the lifestyle and habits of the residents; to follow changing habits
of residents and operate according to the resident’s states and parameters of the environment;
to make home control decisions without any additional intervention from the residents; and to
provide a much higher level of comfort, safety and functionality, which cannot be achieved by any
present technologies and methods.

• Novel development methodologies for the multi-agent intelligent AAL systems and services
that allows the creation of dynamic, easily extended, and scalable solutions and do not require
technical knowledge on the underlying technologies [156].
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• Internet integration into relatively small devices, that could be integrated into currently still
not computerized systems (e.g., household devices for smart house deployment and/or energy
saving) or implanted into human body so as to increase mobility and quality of life of disabled
people [157–159];

• Possibility for deployment of cheap geographically distributed and scalable network-centric
infrastructure and middleware for AAL based on cloud computing and IoT (e.g., for monitoring
passenger flows in transport, observing weather conditions for climate control, etc.) [160].

6. Conclusions

The use of AAL systems and platforms is increasing in line with the growing population of older
people. Internet-of-Things (IoT) has emerged as a technological background for implementation of
Ambient Assisted Living (AAL). Support for active and independent living requires addressing the
main challenges of IoT such as data veracity, integration, interoperability, privacy, reliability, security,
and usability.

Current study analyzed and discussed the following research issues of IoT-based technologies in
AAL domain, focusing on how machine learning and intelligent decision making and control are used
in IoT based AAL systems, how IoT integration technologies and platforms are employed for AAL
solutions, what methodologies and tools are used for multi-agent based intellectual applications for
assisted living, how ow cognitive and affective IoT is adopted for IoT based AAL systems, and what
are the needs to consider psychosocial factors of human-technology interaction, communication and
usage, and how localization, tracking and activity detection technologies are integrated into IoT based
AAL systems.

This survey agrees with the previous surveys [161–163] in the AAL domain that more
inter-disciplinary collaboration, human-oriented studies, and increased standardization is required to
achieve more viable AAL implementations while employing the power of the future IoT [164].

The foreseen impacts of the implementation of IoT for AAL will target three specific societal
issues:

• Digital transformation of public sector by implementing smart and personalized public e-services;
• Improved quality of life, work, leisure conditions and capabilities of the society members through

application of innovative personalized intelligent products and services;
• Enhanced security and social isolation prevention.

The IoT technologies for AAL should also support economic development primarily in the
short-to-medium period through tackling the following economic and societal issues:

• The need to foster knowledge- and technology-based economic development to support
ageing population.

• The need to develop new markets for smart devices to diversify and increase sustainability of the
digital economy that addresses the needs of active living and ageing.

• The need to encourage private investment in the smart IoT infrastructure for AAL.

To address and model these needs we have proposed the acceptance model of IoT-based
gerontechnologies for the AAL domain, focusing primarily on the older users. The model summarizes
the results of the review of the IoT technologies focusing on the acceptance and need of the adoption of
IoT for the assistive living domain. Future work will include the validation of the model using a global
survey of older people.
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